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Giants with neutron degenerate cores

First proposed by Thorne and Żytkow in 1975, ApJ, 199, L19

Powered by accretion on to the neutron star core

Drives a deep convective envelope

For massive envelopes (M > 10M⊙) hot enough for nuclear fusion

Energy release supports the TŻO against rapid accretion

Formed as failed supernovae or in Binary Systems

Prefered mechanism is now Common Envelope Evolution

There are problems with neutrino losses and collapse to a black hole
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HV2112 in the SMC



HV2112

Proper motion, radial velocity fit those of the

SMC, Worley et al. 2016

Visually close to a star forming region in the east

wing of the SMC

Mbol = −7.82± 0.2 so L ≈ 1.1× 10
5 L⊙

Lies on a Hayashi track

Could be a red supergiant, super AGB star or TŻO



Spectral Line Widths and Abundances

Levesque, Massey, Żytkow & Morrell, 2014



Heavy Elements

Enrichment of rubidium and molybdenum

Made by the irp-process in TŻOs

Also made by the s-process in AGB stars

However barium is not enhanced

SAGB models tend to favour light s-process over

heavy



Lithium

Made by the irp-process in TŻOs

Can also be made by the Cameron (1955)

mechanism in AGB stars

In AGB and SAGB stars hot bottom burning

enhances Li before dredge-up and s-process

enhancemnet

Consistent with light s-process enhancement



Calcium

Calcium is an α-process element

produced in the final stages of a massive star

during photodisintegration and α captures prior to

a supernova

Not produced by either TŻOs or SAGB stars



Substantial Calcium

Unlike rare earths calcium is reasonably abundant

so to affect the abundance significantly we require

about 10
−4M⊙ added to a 10M⊙ envelope

Is this a consequence of TŻO formation?

Too much to accrete from the supernova that

created the neutron star

Perhaps synthesized in a degenerate accretion disc

when cores merge (Metzger 2012)



Numbers

Population synthesis can only produce rough

numbers

SAGB lifetime depends critically on mass loss

TŻO numbers depend on unknown formation

mechanism as well

Rough estimates give one or two of each in the

SMC



Conclusions

HV2112 has an anomolous spectrum for an SMC

red supergiant

It is a reasonable candidate for either a TŻO or

SAGB star

Calcium may be a decisive indicator


